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smart manufacturing/logistics
material flow organization and simulation
material tracking and identification
modern and digital supply chain management
maintenance 4.0
sustainable production and social sustainability in
industry 4.0
cyber-physical systems and cyber-physical
production systems
automation and man–machine interaction for SMEs
internet of things in manufacturing and logistics
IT in production, logistics, and supply chain
management
new technologies in production and logistics
management
computational design and engineering in SMEs
digital transformation in SMEs
smart business, organization and network models
for SMEs
implementation strategies and roadmaps for SMEs
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I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international open access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable development. The
journal publishes original research articles, reviews,
conference proceedings (peer-reviewed full articles) and
communications. I am confident you will find the journal
contributes to enhancing understanding of sustainability
and fostering initiatives and applications of sustainabilitybased measures and activities.
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